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Luggage Superstore announces the S’cure cabin size.

Luggage Superstore has launched the cabin size in the Samsonite S’Cure range.

Kent (PRWEB UK) 23 January 2013 -- Choosing a cabin size case for travelling can sometimes be a task, so it
becomes a relief when a case can offer what is needed all-in-one. The Samsonite’s S’cure cabin case offers
travellers the combination of being light and hardsided. This polypropylene case is extremely light as there is a
revolutionary material called Flowlite that allows Samsonite to inject very thin moulds whilst keeping the shell
strong. The shell has a special seal which brings extra protection against moisture penetration. Security of items
in a suitcase whilst travelling will always be a concern for passengers, so Samsonite has designed this case with
a 3-point locking system to offer added security. The handle pulls and locks at multi-stages to allow for
differing heights of the owner. The four wheels spinner makes it ever so easy to use and can be pushed or
pulled along while on the move. The wonderful specs for this case continue to the inside where there are cross
ribbons in the bottom to keep items totally secure. The internal zipped divider pad keeps packing easy and well
organised.

Paul Steadman, Managing Director of Luggage Superstore comments “The S’cure range comes in such a splash
of colours, from the classic Black and Dark Blue to a more explosion of colours. Our customers would be able
to spot their suitcase so easily on the airport’s conveyor belt.”

For more visual information on how this suitcase is manufactured and the Flowlite polypropylene mix used to
manufacture this case, readers can click on this link. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6G-QFra8sU
Luggage Superstore’s established site is in West Kingsdown, Kent. Their aim is providing competitive prices of
the highest quality luggage and top calibre Customer Service for online luggage shopping.Luggage Superstore
recommends Samsonite Luggage.
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Contact Information
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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